AWGS PE Grant expenditure statement (financial year) 2014/2015
Carried forward from 2013/14 = £2768
Allocation to spend 2014/15 = £8387.00 (plus £2768 = £11,155 working
budget)

How funding was spent Amount Impact/rationale
The school signed up to £840
local Secondary school
cluster events/packages

Through a range of sports (including orienteering, tag rugby,
football, netball, cross country, hockey, rounders, cricket and
athletics) KS2 pupils have access to a range of intercompetitive events, with a focus on skills development.
Teachers keep records of participation so less active pupils
can be encouraged to get involved where relevant.

Swimming

£556

By employing a qualified swimming coach extra opportunities
have been afforded pupils who would not have otherwise
made the KS2 expectation

Sports coaching

£107

Qualified football coach offering after school club provision

Table tennis table

£480

A cluster deal of one per school at a reduced rate providing a
safe and therapeutic alternative to highly active sport. Our
table tennis table is in a quiet outdoor space and offers a
new opportunity for any pupil who wishes to use it.

Playground skills
equipment

£1236

Our largest spend towards developing healthy lifestyles: all
children have access to skills based equipment at play and
lunchtime. The equipment is rotated each week to help
reduce boredom/familiarity. We have seen a reduction in low
level boredom, play fighting and behaviour incidents and an
increase in co-operative sport based play. Children have
access to badminton, skipping, cheerleading, footballs,
throwing rockets, mini-balls, team caterpillars, stilts, scoops
and juggling (chosen with the school’s ‘Sports council’) This
is lead and managed by the HT/PE leader supported by Yr 4
monitors and Yr 6 buddies. Activity, fitness, cooperation and
behaviour have all improved.

Additional sports
equipment

£315

Footballs. Rugby balls and other equipment that needs
replacing has been purchased to ensure the right level of
resourcing for clubs and lessons

Skipping workshop

£316

A high energy, motivating and educational experience for all
children in the school – many children continue to skip and
use the skills long after this event.

Total spend this financial £3849
year:

Carried forward to 2015/6: £7306

